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1.

INTRODUCTION

The mobile phone research community accepts that
mobile phone energy consumption is important to the
design and evaluation of their systems. For example,
many researchers have improved the energy efficiency
of phone localization [3, 4, 11].
In several research papers, energy consumption measurements of mobile systems are simply plots of battery
drain over time, with and without the system [4, 9].
This measurement is easy to obtain, as most phones can
report battery percentage samples every few seconds.
However, because the measurement is coarse-grained,
researchers can not tell which part of their system is
consuming the energy. Additionally, because the units
are not defined, it is difficult to compare across devices
and even across systems on the same type of device. To
our knowledge, no power monitor exists that is mobile,
inexpensive, and easy to use. A power monitor with
these properties has the potential to replace the current method of quantifying energy consumption using
percentage of battery consumed.
Recently, phone power monitors have been used to
understand the energy properties of the most energyconsuming phone peripherals, such as cellular and WiFi
radios. As a result of these experiments, it is understood
that cellular radios have significant tail energy [2, 5, 8]
and that signal strength affects energy consumption [7].
We aim to bring such phone power monitoring to all
systems built on mobile phones.
An alternative approach to power monitoring is to
compute energy consumed by modeling each peripheral’s energy consumption and then monitoring the activity of the peripherals. PowerBooter [10] and the corresponding monitoring application, PowerTutor, do just
this. The advantage of modeling is that no additional
hardware is needed. The disadvantages are that models
only provide an estimate of power consumption and and
they can only measure energy consumed while the CPU
is active.
With a power model, researchers can accurately observe when they are using the peripherals that consume
the most power, but the accuracy and precision of the
power estimates is limited by the granularity of the OS

Figure 1: The BattOr monitoring the power
of an HTC Hero. The copper tape interceptors
connect BattOr to the battery and to the phone.
They transmit power to the BattOr from the
phone’s battery, while providing a battery voltage measurement. They also intercept the phone
and the battery for current measurement.
observations and by the complexity of the phone’s peripherals. We believe that direct power measurement is
feasible and that the resulting power data will help to
design energy-efficient systems.
Several existing tools for mobile phone power measurements include Monsoon’s PowerMonitor [6], lab bench
multimeters [1], and a rig attached to a USB data logger
(oscilloscope), which we used for the Bartendr project [7].
We found these power monitors to be useful, but inadequate. We believe that a power monitor that will be
adopted by the wider mobile phone research community
must do the following:
•
•
•
•

Connect to the phone and battery easily.
Store power measurements while mobile.
Stream power measurements while stationary.
Collect hundreds of samples a second.

With these criteria in mind, we design BattOr, an
open source (http://www.cs.umd.edu/∼schulman/battor.html),
portable phone power monitor.
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Figure 4: The empty battery compartment of an
HTC Hero (left), and the battery with BattOr’s
battery interceptor taped over the battery’s pins
(right). + and − indicate the positive and negative pins.

Figure 2:
A simplified schematic of BattOr.
ADC0 measures the voltage drop over the shunt
resistor inserted between the phone’s - pin and
the battery’s - contact. ADC1 measures the
voltage of the battery.

or power from a battery removed from the phone and
attached to wires with a clamp (Figure 3). BattOr does
not require an external power source, nor does it require removing the phone’s battery while taking measurements. It intercepts the phone’s power connections
while the battery is inside the battery compartment.
BattOr can be powered by the phone’s battery or by
USB. The power monitor adds an insignificant load to
the phone’s battery: it consumes at most 181 mW.

2.2

A power-measuring device must connect between the
power source and the load. For all the mobile phones
that we have studied, except for the iPhone, the power
source is a battery that is inserted into a compartment
in the back of the phone. The battery connects to the
phone with a few small pins on side of the battery compartment (Figure 4). These pins transmit power and
battery state (e.g., temperature). All of the phones
that we tested will not boot with the battery removed
or without the battery monitoring pins.
Lab bench power monitors and multimeters measure
power either by providing the power or by intercepting the connection between the power source and the
load. Monsoon designed their PowerMonitor [6] specifically for mobile phone power measurement: it supplies
and measures the power. The advantage of this design
is that the power monitor simply replaces the phone’s
battery as the power source, so it is not necessary to intercept the connection between the phone and its power
source. The user puts copper tape over the battery’s
power contacts and inserts the battery into the phone.
This setup allows the PowerMonitor to provide power
while maintaining the battery-monitoring signal. The
disadvantage of this design is that the Monsoon PowerMonitor must be attached to wall AC power or to its
own external battery.
We introduce a new way to intercept the connection
between the phone and the battery using printer paper
sandwiched between copper tape. This provides two isolated conductors, thin enough to fit between the phone’s

Figure 3: For comparison, this is the Bartendr
phone power monitor. Although it is portable, it
is also several times larger than the phone, prone
to wires coming off, and it requires an external
computer to store measurements.

2.

PORTABLE POWER MONITOR DESIGN

In this section, we introduce the design of a portable
power monitor called BattOr (Figure 1). We present
our design in the context of existing power monitors.

2.1

Between the power source and the phone

Power monitoring in a pocket

BattOr is a circuit board that measures 2 in by 1.5i n,
small enough to fit in someone’s pocket. Figure 2 shows
a simplified schematic. The microcontroller is an Atmel
ATMega32, which has a built-in 10 bit ADC. The shunt
resistor is 0.18 Ohms and 1% tolerance. The clock is an
8 MHz clock with 25 ppm precision.
We included storage options for both stationary and
mobile measurements. When the BattOr is mobile, it
stores samples on a microSD card. When it is stationary, it outputs the samples over a USB UART port.
To our knowledge, this is the first power monitor that
can store measurements on its own, without an external
computer.
Existing power monitors require an external power
supply: either AC power for the lab bench equipment
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Figure 5: The phone-battery interceptor viewed
under a microscope. A piece of regular printer
paper sandwiched between copper tape conductors isolates them.

[6]

pins and the battery’s contacts. The interceptor is so
thin that it is difficult to see the layers with the human
eye. In Figure 5, we show what the interceptor looks
like under a microscope.
The user tapes interceptors to the battery’s + and contacts (Figure 4) and then shorts the contacts on the
+ interceptor. BattOr measures current flowing from
the phone to the battery over the - interceptor. The
shorted + interceptor provides the BattOr with power
and a battery voltage reference.

2.3

[7]

[8]

Next revision

For the next revision of the board, we have been asked
to add a USB host chip. As a USB host, the BattOr
will be able to send power measurements directly to the
phone, so that a system running on the phone can be
designed to react to its own power consumption. After
we finish testing the board, we will design a case and
manufacture the device.

3.

[9]

DEMO

[10]

The goal of this demo is to introduce the BattOr to
the research community. We hope to get feedback on the
design from those who may use it, as well as ideas for
projects that would benefit from this tool. The demonstration may consist of a phone connected to BattOr
streaming power measurements to a laptop.

3.1

[11]

Setup

We may need a table, a place to hang the poster, and
AC power for the laptop.
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